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In 2016 Fernando do Campo was commissioned to curate an exhibition under the Devonport Regional Gallery’s Guest Curator Program. A decolonial geographic is the result of the commission and do Campo’s ongoing research into the potentiality of representation. do Campo's exhibition proposal for the Gallery was awarded Exhibition Development Funding by the Contemporary Art Tasmania Touring Committee and is currently being considered for a national tour.

In bringing the work of eleven Australian artists together, do Campo surveys the intent and motivation of artists who are themselves investigating their place within, and outside of landscapes; landscapes that may be broad or seemingly confined; landscapes that carry the ‘guilt’ of the past or hidden atrocities; and landscapes that embrace cultural diversity. In his catalogue essay, do Campo opens a line of enquiry that teases out the idea of landscape – from traditional Western or idealist notions of place and representation to the potential for landscape to be recognised as a ‘medium’. As curator, he investigates the cultural legacy of colonialism and offers up the notion of a ‘decolonial geographic’ that presents viewers with ideas and images that are not bound by Western European modes of thinking and representation.

Recognising the influence of colonisation and its after-effects, and making necessary changes and shifts in our geo-spatial thinking is a global project. The recognition and teaching of indigenous languages is one area that has been addressed in some countries, yet indigenous histories are missing from many school curricula. Fernando do Campo recognises that art in its many forms can contribute to the decolonial conversation and his dedication to this project is evident in his selection of works and writing.

On behalf of Devonport Regional Gallery, I would like to congratulate the curator, Fernando do Campo, and thank the artists for enthusiastically embracing the project.

Ellie Ray - Director, Devonport Regional Gallery
J.M.W. Mitchell published his seminal essay *Imperial Landscape* in 1994. While his writing marked a significant critique of the ways that the Westernized world had been producing and thinking 'landscape', it is maybe unfortunate, that much of what he claimed in that piece remains radical today.

‘...If Kenneth Clark is right to say that “landscape painting was the chief artistic creation of the nineteenth century,” we need at least to explore the relation of this cultural fact to the other “chief creation” of the nineteenth century - the system of global domination known as European imperialism...’

There seems to be a deeply ingrained certainty across the old world and their ‘new world’ that landscape must be maintained as both a historical and contemporary genre of painting; and is one to be nationalised, rejoiced and disseminated.

From Mitchell’s nine theses on landscape I will here borrow four:

- Landscape is not a genre of art but a medium
- Landscape is a natural scene mediated by culture. It is both a represented space, both a signifier and a signified, both a frame and what a frame contains, both a real place and its simulacrum, both a package and the commodity inside the package
- Landscape is a medium found in all cultures
- Landscape is a particular historical formation associated with European imperialism

There is no better case study for the landscape, as described by Mitchell, than in the southern world, especially Britain’s two last major colonies: Australia and New Zealand. Isn’t it then

---

curious that these two nation-states define their contribution to Western art history (and often their contemporary national identity) through their engagement with the genre of landscape painting?

One could call such a curiosity the result of the colonial project, a project that still churns today. In Tasmania, we can observe this well. The island state’s public art collections proudly house early representations of the colony, its claimed lands and its inhabitants. Their authors are the English painter, the pioneer, the settler, the explorer; their subject is the picturesque, the pastoral, the natural and the sublime. Natural formations were commonly used to frame the ruins of a settlement or the edge of farmed lands and as historian Nic Haygarth writes, it was the picturesque ‘with the past the civilizing element of an historical past or pastoral present upon uncultivated nature’.

Such aesthetic conventions established by painters in the colonial period of Tasmania’s history were carried through to the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, also permeating the realm of wilderness photography. When landscape appeared frightening, the male gaze (lens) was able to tame it while remaining safely outside of it.

The antipodes were the ideal territory (and their invasion at the prime time within art history) for the representation of landscape to conduct the colonial project. We see this lingering in Australia, and fertile in Tasmania—the island’s romantic realism, its commitment to wilderness photography; its celebration of a masculine psycho-geography; the ‘Tasmanian-gothic’; and even the tourism industry’s need to confirm a mysterious and uncanny wilderness as depicted in the film The Hunter, 2011.

Only when knowing where to look will we stumble across a critique on coloniality that exists within the discourse of landscape. This might sound odd, but potential definitions of decoloniality have only emerged in recent years; primarily from Latin American thinkers and writers. It’s through a decolonial imaginary that one locates coloniality as a permeating force. In considering how, then, it might be possible to engage with the contemporary Australian landscape, I have to recognise that my own affinity to place is troublesome; that politics, histories and culture cannot be removed from any landscape. I sit writing this essay in Sydney’s inner-west, within the territory of the Gadigal people, though this exhibition will first take place within the territory of the Punnilerpanner people, in East Devonport, which happens to be the first place I lived in Tasmania. I have an affinity to both these sites and their landmarks. The late John Berger wrote ‘Landmarks don’t fully explain themselves, but they offer a reference point that can be shared...’ Indeed, every landscape is a lexicon of narratives. Every site holds the strata of colonial actions and our engagement is mediated via their repercussions.

While coloniality frames every view, capitalism is our modus operandi. The Anthropocene, our current stratigraphic epoch, has been called many things. Donna Haraway may be closest to the truth when calling it the Capitalocene; a spatio-temporality defined by the resourcing of everything on the earth, including people, for commodity purposes. This epoch flounders in colonial residue. Unfortunately, I do not think that white guilt (or in my case Latin guilt) is very useful. To dream of a socio-political landscape that functions pre-colonialism or to accept some form of post-coloniality is flawed.

In a recent lecture at Cape Town University, Argentinian semiotic Walter Mignolo introduced the possibility of decoloniality by pointing towards coloniality as a force that has been hiding under the guise of modernity. To recognise this ‘coloniality’ signifies a new way of being in the world where we question forms of genderised and radicalised classification that have occurred. The unprecedented expanse of land the Europeans invaded when they arrived in the Americas triggered a need to classify and create a notion of ‘other’. It was the

---


3 Haygarth, N, The Wild Ride: Revolutions that Shaped Tasmanian Black and White Photography, published by the National Trust of Australia (Tasmania), Bokprint Printing, Launceston, 2008
need to labour uncultivated lands that required colonial hierarchies of power to emerge. He then invited his students to dwell in the border, a term he called ‘border-thinking’.³

It might be worth pausing to differentiate a concept of decoloniality from postcoloniality or a process of decolonisation. As opposed to functioning with a post-colonial discourse, whereby we claim a new temporality in opposition to the prior, Aníbal Quijano proposed coloniality as an analytical concept that defines the living legacies of colonialism as ingrained in social order and applied by succeeding postcolonial powers.⁴ With that in mind, and returning to Mignolo, if we can see a potential for the social and the individual to recognise the histories and currencies of coloniality, then how do we define sites? Can we define sites? Let us dwell in the border instead of trying to draw it. What could a decolonial topography of Australia begin to feel like, rather than look like? Can we go further than what theorist Homi Bhabha has coined a ‘third-space’?⁵ To what literary critic and filmmaker Trinh T. Minh-ha calls the ‘greyzone’⁶ – not as an in-between that needs resolving but rather one that requires dwelling – this is where all contemporary landscapes exist. The decolonial project dwells in that space.

As an almost contradictory salutation, this exhibition gives nod to the Western-gazed and high-gloss representations of monthly publication National Geographic (1888–ongoing). A decolonial geographic pauses to examine what southern thinking can offer the contemporary consciousness of landscape painting. Painting maintains a commitment to the pictorial, while landscape maintains a marriage to the magic and failures of the simulacrum. For the contemporary landscape painter these responsibilities carry the heavy conventions of coloniality. There is a space where the postcolonial subject realises they are still a creature of capital and coloniality; and in that realisation, the critical citizen sees landscape anew.

We must recognize Australian Aboriginal sovereignty and the existence of non-Western forms of representing, working and living the landscape. It is only then that we can begin to discuss our dialectic to it. New agricultural models must be conceptualised in order to feed a land so populous that the stratigraphic make-up of our planet is shifting because of it. Here, the pastoral convention must exist within the urban imaginary. There exist new orders of hierarchy as to our human engagement with natural and constructed environments and the agency of all things. In the later, the privilege of the human gaze must be questioned at every moment of representation. We must find ways to dream of sustainable environs; maybe in a new species-order will we find viable definitions of sustainability. In a decolonial gesture every citizen needs to question their claim over the land. Only then will it be possible to redefine borders and revisit the politics of peoples seeking asylum.

If we are as fluid as we pretend, then how does the we conceptualise new social topographies? How does one share, no – how does one speak – of all of this? Share is the wrong word; it implies a form of ownership over landscape assumed since coloniality. Speaking requires language, and in all cultures, sites and times, language is forever forming.

A decolonial geographic brings together the work of eleven Australian artists whose practices maintain a rigorous and established engagement with painting. The question of why painting? asked often and by many; is as relevant to the broader decolonial project as it is answered by it. Coloniality utilises, and perpetuates, painting as one of its primary tools of power. As Australian artist and theorist Helen Johnson writes in Painting is a Critical Form, it is in painting that we find a rejuvenated medium for asking questions. Painting becomes relevant again if we celebrate an open space where ambiguity is seen as a generative force.⁷

---

³ Walter Mignolo, The concept of De Coloniality, lecture presented at the Centre for Indian Studies in Africa, Cape Town University, South Africa, August 2014 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=skol6ng07Gs)


⁵ Homi Bhabha, ‘The commitment to Theory from The Location of Culture’, New York, Routledge, 1994, pp. 19–39

⁶ 10 Trinh T Minh-Ha, Between Dog and Wolf, audio lecture, delivered at Skowhegan School of Art, Maine, 1996, distributed through the Critical Thinking Program, MFA Fine Arts, Parsons The New School for Design, 2014

⁷ Johnson, Helen, Painting is a Critical Form, 3- ply, Muckleford, and Minerva, Sydney, 2015
It is within a commitment to painting rather than landscape that I cast the lens of a decolonial potentiality on the practices of these eleven artists.

Returning to Mitchell, if we consider landscape a medium rather than a genre, we can then locate painting practices that are responsive and critical of the sites we actually inhabit. It is not about the depiction of but rather the critical engagement with the potentiality of representation(s). Landscapes are human-centric environments; colonised, gendered, political, re-mobilised, and filled with language, abstractions and surveillance.

The artists in A decolonial geographic are often working from the border – the ‘greyzone’. Architectural modernist precedents, hold colonial strata; as does the way that people are surveilled and mobilised through metropolis. Some represent the possibility of a queer landscape; some the importance of a woman’s gaze on the land. Sometimes colonial language is used to highlight the history of indigenous oppression and sometimes to re-configure the complex legacies of romanticism. An engagement with natural forms, colour and moments is sometimes entangled with European art history and sometimes with the phenomenology of climate or a relationship to country that pre-dates colonisation.

These artists do not claim a decolonial answer or a resolute response to the complexities of our socio-temporal topography, geographic naivety or human privilege. Rather, I see in their practices the potentiality for painting to be a fellow producer of the decolonial project, and to re-claim the immense power inherit in re-recognising landscape as neither discipline nor genre – but as a medium.

Fernando do Campo, 2017
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